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Three Madrigals

I. Ah Could My Eyes Behold Thee
II. O Lady Fair
III. I Know a Young Maiden
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The idea of a cello sonata inspired this piece. The electronics sound incomplete without the cello and vice versa. The form of this piece is a four-part development of ideas, each one focusing on a single string of the cello (C, G, D, A). Each new section develops elements from the last section while adding something new to the texture. The Cello part has features that occur in each section of the piece, on the respective string. The Cello also foreshadows or emulates certain aspects in the electronics.

“Unbound” for voice and live electronics
Anna Wright Madison

Inspiration for this piece comes from my dear friends Erin and Emily, who help me let go of anger, frustration, anxiety, stress, and all the things that make life hard. In the beginning, I am more guarded and tight. I am vulnerable and afraid to share my struggles. As time moves on, I slowly begin to unwind and break down barriers. I take deep breaths and realize that part of the joy comes from the journey. Live life! Lean into the pain or the stress, and let it give you the inspiration and the energy you need to push through. We all have trials. This piece is about accepting who you are and finding the strength to let go of whatever is holding you back, and becoming unbound.
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